
Hypothesized histories
The Sacred 
• Sacred entitlements are ancient. (Analogues exist in primates, 

canines) 

• Sacred loyalties and norms are modern. No analogues in other 
species, greater cognitive sophistication required. 

Religion 

Belief first hypotheses → Beliefs in the supernatural address 
existential anxieties. Ritual evolves to transmit uniform religious 
belief. 

• Predicts sacred norms in development of religion 

Ritual first hypotheses → Rituals are adaptations to solve 
assurance problems. Supernatural beliefs adopted to explain ritual 
experiences. 

• Predicts sacred loyalties in development of religion

Sacred values are 

1. Absolute → transgressions won’t occur at “any price” 

2. Sensitive → transgressions (hypothetical and actual) inspire outrage 

Absolutism is easy to explain: efficient way to encode behavior.  

Puzzle: to explain the adaptive benefit of sensitivity. Guiding conjecture: outrage has signaling value.

What are sacred values?

Testing predictions

2. Revelation 3. Strategic 
encounter

1. Sacred 
Trades

Laboratory experiment to test the basic mechanisms.  

1. First, subjects reveal sacred values with respect to entitlements or 
loyalties or social norms 

2. Subjects selectively reveal some of their sacred valuations, 
knowing they will next enter a strategic encounter 

3. Subjects play a cooperative/competitive game. Different 
treatments, different games. 

• Independent variable: type of encounter subjects will face at (3). 

• Dependent variable: type of sacred values revealed in (2). 

• Hypothesis: subjects will reveal sacred entitlements/loyalties/
norms in response to competition/assurance/uncertainty 

Data collection is underway. For notification of results, add your 
email to the sign-up sheet.
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Different sacred values: different signaling mechanisms

Sacred entitlements 

Sacred loyalties 

Sacred norms 


